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Journal Charges to Societies’ Members
Society / Journal
American Association of Petroleum
Geologists
AAPG BULLETIN (monthly)
EXPLORER (monthly)
Environmental Geosciences (quarterly) DEG

Print

Online

Included with
membership
Included with
membership
Included with
AAPG/DEG
membership

Included with
membership
Online version
open to public

$115

$90

$115
Included with
membership

$90
Included with
membership

Same as above
Online via SEPM's web pages. Very short, magazine style, 16
pages.

$85
$85
$60
NA
Included with
membership

$60
$60
$40
$30
Included with
membership

Member benefit statement: Discount offered on all journals.
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Online via GSA's web page. Magazine style.

Included with
membership
$70 (P & O)
$70 (P & O)

Included with
membership
$45
$45

Print subscriptions include online access.

$105 (P & O)

$70

$105 (P & O)

$70

NA

$45

NA

$45

$45

Included with
membership

Member benefit statement: Members receive online access via
SEG Digital Library

Included with
membership

Included with
membership

Same as above. Magazine style.
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Comments
AAPG BULLETIN Archives available to AAPG Active and
Associate Memberships.
EXPLORER Archives available to all from 1999-current.
DEG's journal articles available for purchase via Pay-Per-View,
2001-current.

SEPM (Soc. for Sedimentary Geol.)
Journal of Sedimentary Research (bimonthly)

Palaios (bimonthly)
Sedimentary Record (quarterly)

Member benefit statement: Online access via GSW and year-end
CD. $25 per journal option for printed copies of your chosen
journal(s).

Geological Society of America
GSA Bulletin (bimonthly)
Geology (monthly)
Lithosphere (bimonthly)
Geosphere (bimonthly)
GSA Today (monthly), April/May combined
Society of Petroleum Engineers
Journal of Petroleum Technology (monthly) Not
peer-reviewed
SPE Drilling & Completion (quarterly)
SPE Production & Operations (quarterly)
SPE Reservoir Evaluation & Engineering
(bimonthly)
SPE Journal (quarterly)
SPE Projects, Facilities & Construction
(quarterly)
SPE Economics & Management (bi-annually)
Society of Exploration Geophysicists
Geophysics (bimonthly)
TLE - The Leading Edge (monthly)
Geological Society of London
Journal of the Geological Society (bimonthly)

Quarterly Journal of Engineering Geology &
Hydrogeology (quarterly)
Petroleum Geoscience (quarterly) Copublished with EAGE
Geochemistry: Exploration, Environment,
Analysis (quarterly)
European Association of Geoscientists &
Engineers
First Break (monthly) Not peer-reviewed

Geophysical Prospecting (bimonthly)
Petroleum Geoscience (quarterly) Copublished with GSL
Near Surface Geophysics (bimonthly)
Basin Research (bimonthly)

Canadian Society of Petroleum Geologists
Bulletin of Canadian Petroleum Geology
(quarterly)
Reservoir (monthly) July/August issue
combined

>US$72

>US$56

>US$72

>US$56

>US$72

>US$56

>US$72

>US$56

Included with
membership

Included with
membership

>US$86

>US$36

>US$86

>US$36

>US$86

>US$36

>US$86

>US$36

NA (as of 2010)

US$58

US$68

NA

27 print journal
titles listed

28 online journal
titles listed

$50

$40

Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above

Member benefit statement: GSL fellows receive one free
subscription to a Society journal of choice, including online
access, and can receive additional titles at reduced rates. All
subscriptions are to electronic format, unless an additional $16
(€10) are paid for each print title desired.
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above

Member benefit statement: EAGE offers a free online subscription
to one of its other scientific journals. Print copies available only in
combination with online subcription for an additonal €30.
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above
Same as above

Notice on web pages that CSPG members will now be able to
access BULLETIN in digital format - hard copies will no longer be
mailed out.
No price quote for digital version of Reservoir.

Compiled by Karen Piqune, AAPG Foundation Librarian

Average subscription cost

$10

in average subscription costs

Journal titles that appear in red were designated the principle, peer-reviewed journal for each society.
Average subscription cost for primary,
peer-reviewed, journals
in average subscription costs for
primary, peer-reviewed, journals

$73

EXPLORER

urvey says: AAPG members value the
AAPG BULLETIN as one of our most
important member services – and it
turns out that its value
is even greater than
we realized!
Many professional
societies view
publications as a
“profit center,” but
AAPG takes the view
that publications
better serve members
GILLIS
with a goal to break
even financially. The BULLETIN, now in
its eleventh decade of publishing highimpact petroleum geoscience, is a fantastic
bargain because of this approach. Making
the BULLETIN available at as low a cost as
possible also serves to further the AAPG
strategic goal of advancing science.
The AAPG Publications Department is
lean, mean and focused on cost control,
and its high publication quality and low
publication cost are even more impressive
when compared with peer societies. For
example, the switch to electronic delivery of
the BULLETIN in 2005 decreased financial
losses associated with publishing 17,000
copies. The 7,000 BULLETIN subscribers
who still want hard copies pay a surcharge
for print, postage or both, depending on
their location and membership level.
Peer societies are similar to AAPG
in offering a print publication like the
EXPLORER with membership. However,
they differ significantly from AAPG in how
they make their peer-reviewed journals
available to members. AAPG offers the
BULLETIN in digital form free of charge
to members. Peer societies charge an
average of $46 per year for digital journal
delivery – and even more for hard copies.
The good news about the AAPG
BULLETIN doesn’t stop at its price: Its
quality continues to increase.
Manuscript submissions climbed to
210 during 2009, the highest number since
record keeping began in 1990. Increased
submissions allow the BULLETIN to be
more selective about what it accepts for
publication; indeed, the acceptance rate
has tended to decrease for the last few
years as more authors decided that the
prestige of the BULLETIN and the relatively
short response and publication times made
the BULLETIN the best journal in which to
publish their work.
As the BULLETIN becomes an even
stronger journal, potential contributors
cannot rest. It is crucial that authors continue
to submit manuscripts for consideration and
that more reviewers come forward to help
with the increased manuscript volume.
Readers also can help to identify
potential authors for contributions to E&P
Notes – papers that focus on current plays
and field descriptions that help readers
understand how to improve their exploration
and production activities in analogous fields.
These are among the most popular papers,
so encouraging potential authors increases
the likelihood of valuable science making its
way to those who read and use it most!
The BULLETIN moves into its next
stage with the recent election of new editor
Stephen E. Laubach, who will start his term
of service on July 1. Change is inevitable,
but the quality of the science and the
financial bargain it represents are likely only
to increase.  
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$46
$27

